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Abstract
The recent Nobel-prize-winning detections of gravitational waves from merging
black holes and the subsequent detection of the collision of two neutron stars
in coincidence with electromagnetic observations have inaugurated a new era of
multimessenger astrophysics. To enhance the scope of this emergent science,
we proposed the use of deep convolutional neural networks for the detection
and characterization of gravitational wave signals in real-time. This method,
Deep Filtering, was initially demonstrated using simulated LIGO noise. In
this article, we present the extension of Deep Filtering using real noise from
the first observing run of LIGO, for both detection and parameter estimation of
gravitational waves from binary black hole mergers with continuous data streams
from multiple LIGO detectors. We show for the first time that machine learning can
detect and estimate the true parameters of a real GW event observed by LIGO. Our
comparisons show that Deep Filtering is far more computationally efficient
than matched-filtering, while retaining similar sensitivity and lower errors, allowing
real-time processing of weak time-series signals in non-stationary non-Gaussian
noise, with minimal resources, and also enables the detection of new classes of
gravitational wave sources that may go unnoticed with existing detection algorithms.
This approach is uniquely suited to enable coincident detection campaigns of
gravitational waves and their multimessenger counterparts in real-time.
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Introduction

The detection of gravitational waves (GWs) from the merger of binary black holes (BBHs), and
the subsequent detections of neutron star mergers, by LIGO [1] has set in motion a scientific
revolution [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. However, matched-filtering, the most sensitive search algorithm used by
LIGO, targets only a 3D parameter space (spin-aligned binaries on quasi-circular orbits) [8, 9, 10]—a
subset of the over 8D parameter space of GW signals [11, 12, 13, 14]. Extending these searches to
target eccentric [15, 13, 16, 17] or spin-precessing BBHs is computationally infeasible [18].
To address these limitations, a Deep Learning [19] technique called Deep Filtering was introduced
by George and Huerta [20]. This method employs a system of two deep convolution neural networks
(CNNs [21, 19]) that directly take time-series inputs for classification and regression. In their first
article [20], they showed that CNNs can outperform traditional machine learning methods, reaching
sensitivities comparable to matched-filtering for directly processing highly noisy time-series data
streams to detect weak GW signals and estimate the parameters of their source in real-time using GW
signals injected into simulated LIGO noise.
In this article, we extend Deep Filtering to GW signals in real LIGO noise [22]. We prove
that CNNs can be used for both signal detection and multiple-parameter estimation directly from
extremely weak time-series signals embedded in highly non-Gaussian non-stationary noise from
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LIGO. Our results indicate that CNNs achieve similar performance to matched-filtering methods,
while being many orders of magnitude faster and far more resilient to transient anomalous noise
artifacts such as glitches in LIGO. This article shows for the first time that machine learning can
successfully recover true GW signals observed by LIGO. Furthermore, we show that after a single
training process, Deep Filtering can generalize to different LIGO noise with new Power Spectral
Densities (PSDs), without re-training.
We also show that Deep Filtering can interpolate between templates, generalize to new classes of
signals beyond the training data, and also detect signals and measure their parameters, even when
contaminated by glitches. We show that it is more robust than matched-filtering especially in the
presence of anomalies, which indicates its applicability for glitch classification and clustering efforts
critical for GW detector characterization. Since all the intensive computation is diverted to the
one-time training stage, template banks of any size may be used for training after which data streams
can be analyzed in real-time with a single CPU or GPU. Deep Filtering can be potentially used
to rapidly narrow down the parameter space of GW detections, which can then be quickly followed
up with existing pipelines using a few templates around the predicted parameters to measure the
significance of the events and obtain more informative parameter estimates, thus accelerating existing
GW analysis, with minimal computational resources, across the full range of GW signals.
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Methods

Deep Filtering consists of two steps: a classifier CNN is first applied to the data stream via a
sliding window of 1s width and a step size of 0.2s. The classifier returns probability of the presence
of a signal. If the classifier detects a signal, a predictor CNN is applied to the input to determine the
parameters such as masses. In a multi-detector scenario, the CNNs may be applied separately to each
data stream and coincidence of detections with similar parameters can be enforced, which can then
be verified quickly by matched-filtering with the predicted templates.
The datasets of waveform templates used to train and test our CNNs were obtained with the EOB
code [23]. Our training set contained about 2500 templates, with BBHs component masses chosen in
the range 5M to 75M in steps of 1M . The component masses in the test set were separated from
the training set by 0.5M each. We obtained real LIGO data from the LIGO Open Science Center
(LOSC), 4096s from each detector around each of the first 3 GW events: GW150914, LVT151012,
and GW151226. Noise from GW151226 and LVT151012 was used for training/validation and
noise from GW150914 was used for testing. This tests the ability to generalize to different noise
distributions since the PSD of LIGO varies widely with time. The inputs were whitened with the
average PSD of the real noise measured at that time-period. The testing results were measured using
injections of test set GW templates into pure LIGO noise not used in training (see Fig. 2).
We used similar hyperparameters to the original CNNs in [20]. We have 4 convolution layers with
the filter sizes to 64, 128, 256, and 512 respectively and 2 fully connected layers with 128 and 64
neurons. The ReLU activation was used throughout. We used kernels of 16, 16, 16, and 32 for the
convolutions and 4 for all the (max) pooling layers. Stride was 1 for all the convolutions and 4 for all
the pooling layers. We observed that dilations [24] of 1, 2, 2, and 2 in the convolutions improved the
performance. A softmax layer is used in the classifier to obtain probabilities as the outputs.
For the training process, we used the curriculum learning strategy in [20] by starting off training GW
injections at high matched filter SNR [25] (≥ 100) and then gradually increasing the noise during
the training until a final SNR distributed in the range 4 to 15. This ensured that the performance of
prediction can be quickly maximized for low SNR, while retaining performance at high SNR. We
first trained the predictor on the datasets labeled with the BBH masses and then copied this network
and trained it on datasets having 90% pure random noise inputs, after adding a softmax layer. This
transfer learning procedure decreases the training time for the classifier and improves its sensitivity.
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Results

The sensitivity of the classifier vs. SNR is shown in Fig. 1. We achieved 100% sensitivity for SNR
> 10. The false alarm rate was tuned to be less than 1%, i.e., 1 per 100 seconds of noise in our test
set was classified as signals. Assuming independent noise from multiple detectors, this implies the
2-detector false alarm rate would be less than 0.01%, when Deep Filtering is applied independently to
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Figure 1: The left panel shows the sensitivity of the classifier for detecting GW signals in real LIGO
noise compared to matched filtering with the same template bank used for training. The SNR is on
average 10 ± 1.5 times the ratio of the amplitude of the signal to the standard deviation of noise. This
implies that signals significantly weaker than the background noise can be detected. On the right we
compare the relative error in estimating the masses with our predictor and with matched-filtering.
We can see that the predictor is able to interpolate to test set signals with intermediate parameter
values. While matched-filtering has the advantage of being optimized with the PSD of the LIGO
noise in the test set, Deep Filtering was only trained on noise from other events, therefore our
results demonstrate the ability of the CNNs to automatically generalize to non-stationary LIGO noise
having different PSDs without retraining.

each detector and coincidence is enforced. The false alarm rate can be further decreased by running
matched-filtering pipelines with our predicted templates can eliminate these false alarms.
Our predictor was able to successfully measure the component masses given noisy GW signals,
that were not used for training as shown in Fig. 1. We observed that the errors follow a Gaussian
distribution for SNR greater than 10. For high SNR, we our predictor achieved mean relative error
less than 10%, whereas matched-filtering with the same template bank always has error greater than
10%. This implies that Deep Filtering is capable of interpolating between points in the training data.
Although, we trained only on simulated GW injections, we applied Deep Filtering to the 4096s
data stream containing a true GW signal, GW150914, using a sliding window of 1s width with offsets
of 0.2s through the data around each event from each detector. This signal was correctly identified by
the classifier at the true position in time and each of the predicted component masses were within
the published error bars [2]. There were zero false alarms after enforcing the constraint that the
detection should be made simultaneously in the inputs from multiple detectors. A demo showing the
application of Deep Filtering to GW150914 can be found here: tiny.cc/CNN.
Furthermore, we tested the resilience of Deep Filtering to transient disturbances, with a simulated
set of sine-Gaussian glitches, which cover a broad range of transient morphologies, following [26].
We ensured that a different set of frequencies, amplitudes, peak positions, etc., were used for training
and testing. We then injected these glitches into the training process and found that the classifier
network was easily able to distinguish new glitches in the test set from true signals, with a false alarm
rate less than 1%. When we applied the standard matched-filtering algorithm to the same test set of
glitches, approximately 30% of glitches were classified as signals due to their high SNR.
We then tested the performance of Deep Filtering, when a signal is superimposed with both a
glitch and real LIGO noise. We injected glitches from the training set into the training process and
measured the sensitivity of the classifier on the test set signals superimposed with glitches sampled
from the test set of glitches. Over 80% of the signals with SNR of 10 were detected even after they
were superimposed with glitches. These results are very promising, since we may be able to detect
GW signals that occur during periods of bad data quality in the detectors using Deep Filtering,
whereas currently such periods are vetoed and left out of the analysis by LIGO pipelines.
Another experiment that we tried was to inject waveforms obtained from simulations of eccentric
BBH systems on Blue Waters, with eccentricities between 0.1 and 0.2 when entering the LIGO
band, that we performed using the open-source Einstein Toolkit [27, 28], as well as waveforms from
spin-precessing binaries from the public SXS catalog [29]. We found that these signals were detected
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Figure 2: The red time-series on the left is an input to our CNNs. It contains a BBH GW signal
(blue) from our test set which was superimposed in real LIGO noise. For this injection, the optimal
matched-filter SNR = 7.5 (peak power of this signal is 0.65 times the power of background noise).
The presence of this signal was detected directly from the (red) time-series input with over 99%
sensitivity and the source’s parameters were estimated with a mean relative error less than 10%.
On the right, we show some GW signals that happen to occur in coincidence with glitches. Deep
Filtering can accurately identify these signals contaminated by glitches, unlike existing methods.
with the same sensitivity as the original test set of quasi-circular BBH waveforms by our classifier,
achieving 100% sensitivity of detection and less than 35% error in estimating the component masses
for SNR > 10, thus demonstrating its ability to automatically generalize to new classes of GW signals.
This is particularly promising since recent studies indicate that moderately eccentric BBH signals
may be missed by quasi-circular GW searches [13, 30, 16, 28]. Parameter estimation on these new
classes of signals is more challenging, without training, as spin and eccentricity may have the effect
of mimicking features of systems of different masses. Therefore, we expect that by training on the
full parameter space of signals, we will be able to decrease this error.
Both our CNNs are only 23MB in size each, yet encodes all the relevant information from about 2,500
GW templates (~300MB) of templates and several GB of noise used to generate the training data.
The matched-filtering algorithm used for comparison required over 2s to analyze 1s inputs on our
CPU. The average time taken for evaluating each of our CNNs per second of data is approximately 85
milliseconds and 540 microseconds using a single CPU and GPU respectively, thus enabling analysis
even faster than real-time. While the computational cost of matched-filtering grows exponentially
with the number of parameters, the Deep Filtering algorithm requires only a one-time training process,
after which the analysis can be performed in constant time. Therefore, we expect the speed-up
compared to matched-filtering to increase when the analysis is extended to more parameters. When
considering the full range of signals that span a very high-dimensional parameter space which cannot
be sampled densely due to computational costs, we expect Deep Filtering may have higher sensitivity
due to its ability to interpolate and because the one-time training process can be carried out with
template banks much larger than what is feasible to use with matched-filtering.
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Conclusion

We showed for first time that CNNs can be used for detection and parameter estimation of GW
signals in real LIGO data. This new paradigm for real-time GW analysis may provide the means
to extend GW detection algorithms to higher dimensions and target a deeper parameter space of
astrophysically motivated GW sources. The results of Deep Filtering can always be quickly
verified via matched-filtering using a few templates near the predicted parameters. This would
allow measuring additional properties such as the SNR and precise time of occurrence of the signal.
Therefore, by combining Deep Filtering with established GW detection algorithms we may be
able to enhance and accelerate GW and multimessenger campaigns and fully realize their potential
for scientific discovery.
Deep learning can scale to massive training datasets [31, 32]. This would enable GW searches
covering millions or billions of templates over the full range of parameter-space that is beyond
the reach of existing algorithms. Extending Deep Filtering to predict many more parameters
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such as spins, eccentricities, etc., or classes of signals or glitches by adding neurons for each new
parameter/class to the final layer. Furthermore, the dimensions of the CNNs can be enlarged to take
inputs from multiple detectors, thus allowing coherent searches and measurements of parameters
such as sky locations.
Our results provide a strong incentive to extend Deep Filtering to cover the full range of GW
signals. This study is underway, and will be described in a separate, extended article. In addition to
our primary results, we have also presented several experiments exhibiting the remarkable resilience
of this method for detection in periods of bad data quality, even when GW signals are contaminated
with non-Gaussian transients. This suggests that Deep Filtering could also serve as an alternative
to existing glitch classification algorithms [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 26, 38]. Therefore, a single, robust,
and efficient data analysis pipeline for GW detectors, based on Deep Filtering, that unifies
detection and parameter estimation along with glitch classification and clustering in real-time with
very low computational overhead may potentially be built using Deep Filtering and deployed in
the following observing runs of LIGO and Virgo in the near future.
Furthermore, the initial parameters predicted by Deep Filtering can be used to provide instant
alerts for electromagnetic follow-up campaigns and also to accelerate computationally intensive
offline Bayesian parameter estimation methods [39, 40]. As deep CNNs excel at image processing,
applying the same approach to analyze raw telescope data may accelerate the subsequent search for
transient EM counterparts. Our results also suggest that, given templates of expected signals, Deep
Filtering can be used as a generic tool for efficiently detecting and estimating properties of highly
noisy time-domain signals embedded in Gaussian noise or complex non-stationary non-Gaussian
noise, even in the presence of transient anomalous disturbances, in many other disciplines.
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